
AVS 
NATIONAL C SHOW & 
EUROZONE CUP

On the 18th and 19th day of August a National C Show and Eurozone Cup, a 
European C show, were organized by the Dutch studbook AVS on the grounds of 
Hippisch Centrum Exloo. It was since 2010 that there the Lowland Arabian Cup was 
held and this time it promised to be a nice two days of Arabian horseshow again on 
this completely transformed location in this Northern part of the Netherlands. A lot of 
enthusiastic competitors and a beautiful setting. Where a class was composed of more 
than five competitors, I will limit it to the top five for this article.
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NATIONAL C SHOW

The weekend started with the National C Show on Satur-
day the 18th of August. The judges for this day were Mrs. 
Helen Hennekens-van Nes from the Netherlands, Mrs. 
Martine van Hee from Belgium and Mr. Jonas Salzmann 
from Kuwait.

The first class was the class of yearling colts and here it was 
IEA Gailjiano (BS Karanji x Bes-Ginger), bred and ow-
ned by Idoly’s Eye Arabians, that took the win. This che-
stnut showed a lot of athletic competence and was the most 
complete and showy horse of the class. He was followed 
by the more exotic BA Palucci (Magic Magnifique x Palis-
sade KA), bred and owned by Bembom Arabians. A grey 
colt with a very attractive head. The wondering EA Emilio 
(Empire x Enkora), bred and owned by Elsburg Arabians, 
the combination G. Arends & W. Bartels, became third and 
Nafiesa Najeeb (Mahder Al Jamal x MF Nassera), bred and 
owned by Nafiesa Arabians ended the class as fourth.

The second year old colts were on and here the first place 
went with full conviction to Ali Khan (Cavalli x Althea), 
bred by Brugman Arabians from Belgium and owned by 
Paula Böhmer, a very luxurious and expressing young colt 
with a wonderful show attitude. With more points on mo-
vement but less on type, Ali Khan was followed by the more 
complete Ghazyr PKA (Al Ghazali AA x Ydola F), bred 
and owned by PeKa Arabians. This chestnut, with a very 
nice short head and enormous eyes, is very correct and sho-
wed great movement. The black AAY Ayaat Ibn AJ Rafiq 
(AJ Rafiq x Abhdulla Nordine), bred by M.J. Haahr from 
Denmark and owned by Ronny Derom, became third.

 There was just one competitor with the three year old colts 
and therefore the victory went automatically to the bay Pa-
lermo KA (Tajj x Precious), bred by Klarenbeek Arabians 
and owned by Chantal Schilperpoort.

After the junior stallions the junior mares classes started 
and with the yearling fillies KA Wahidah (Magic Magnifi-
que x Wolante), bred and owned by Koo Arabians, claimed 
the win with two times 20 for head. This bay filly has an 
extremely short and dishy head which go together with a 
solid and correct body. BA Fiorella (El Palacio VO x Flo-
ressah W), bred and owned by Bembom Arabians, was a 
bit insecure during her presentation in movement but made 
up in her stand-up. She deserved the second place. Nafiesa 
Majidah (Mahder Al Jamal x Kenelm Mona Ghalia), bred 
and owned by Nafiesa Arabians, didn’t show as we are used 
of her but nevertheless this attractive filly with great Arabic 
type became third. Personally I was impressed by the num-

ber four, ASE Kamiliya Hlayyil (Kahil Al Shaqab x ASE 
Bisiriya Hlayyil), bred and owned by Arabian Stud Europe. 
This filly however was not as impressive during her indivi-
dual round as during the entrance presentation, which did 
cost her points and therefore she became fourth.

In the class of two year old mares the victory went to Faris-
sa PKA (FS Reflection x Faridah Bint Marajj PKA), bred 
and owned by PeKa Arabians. Despite her nervousness this 
correctly build bay mare gained the necessary appreciation 
of the judges. With only 0.17 points difference she was fol-
lowed by the white and Spanish bred MVH Lamise (ESM 
D’Justin x ZA Cafirah), bred and owned by Megan Vergoes 
Houwens. The very typy Cadanz Faridah (Shiraz de Lafon 
x Cadanz Djamilah), bred and owned by Cadanz Arabians, 
ended third because of a deduction on points for head, 
followed by the chestnut AA Zharaya (ZA Imago x Aya 
Conchita), bred and owned by the inheritors of A. Martha-
Schuurman as fourth.

Also the three year old fillies had only one competitor and 
the class was therefore won by the big, bay Habib’s Robina 
(ByStival Kossack x GB Habibi), bred by B. Morees and 
owned by F.F. Morees.

The class of filly foals was well filled with six competitors. 
The first place went to eye-catcher BA Nailah (Magic Aban 
x Magic Nadima), bred and owned by Bembom Arabians, a 
very balanced filly foal. And with this class win BA Nailah 
also became Gold Champion filly foals. F&M Last Prin-
cess of Karma (Forelock’s Shaheen x YA Karma), bred and 
owned by F&M Arabians, a very solid bay foal, became se-
cond and thus Silver Champion. Pushca Z (AF Acapulco x 
Pushinka), bred and owned by D.W. Colenbrander, became 
third and therefore Bronze Champion, a very nice and cor-
rect filly foal. The slender dark bay DG Vittaroza (Cadance 
PA x DA Vittoria Dancer), bred and owned by Denise van 
Gils, became fourth and ASE Gabriella Al Gazal (Gazal Al 
Shaqab x Geraldyne El Jamaal), bred and owned by Arabia, 
n Stud Europe, became fifth. This last filly was still in her 
heavy foal fur, which despite her expression and attitude did 
cost her points. Cyra DM (AF Umoyo x Cymenka), bred 
and owned by D. Meijerman, became sixth.

The geldings followed the filly foals and the “big black 
mover” ASE Bailando (Bastian El Pryam x Brasilia Cha-
riklia), bred by Arabian Stud Europe and owned by Susanne 
Ackerman, trotted to the first place with his great move-
ments and became the Gold Champion. Maghada’s Shayan 
(TF Afrikahn Shah x Maghada), bred by Paula Böhmer and 
owned by S. de Vos-van Rossum, became second and Silver 
Champion. A horse with a very simple head for an Arabian, 
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but obviously an outstanding sport horse in great condition. 
Sadeek Rifat (SL Carrera x Samawhiyah Rifat), bred and 
owned by Rifat Arabians, became third and therefore Bron-
ze Champion.

Before the break the last class was the class of colt foals and 
it was the unbeaten ASE Farhan (RFI Farid x ASE Bisiriya 
Hlayyil), bred and owned by Arabian Stud Europe, that be-
came the Gold Champion colt foals. A very expressive foal 
with an unbelievable show attitude and beautiful Arabian 
type. My personal favourite was the second placed Silver 
Champion EA Pajero (Forelock’s Shaheen x EA Pashshi-
da), bred and owned by Elsburg Arabians. A very awake and 
correctly build foal with beautiful eyes, established attitude 
and great movement. Avicii Lazize (Parys K x Lira di Mar), 
bred and owned by the combination Böhmer & Stoop, be-
came third and Bronze Champion. Also a very correct, bay 
colt foal with good movement. Hadiyya’s Azzan (Wanderos 
x SA Azzahra Bint Salar, bred and owned by Sien Buedts, 
became fourth and the still very small, not even four weeks 
old CNC Louk (Kaisson x Loulou MA), bred and owned 
by CNC Arabians, closed the class as fourth. 

After a welcome break, during which everyone could get 
refreshing drinks and food, the afternoon program started 
with the senior classes and the first was the class of four 
to six year old mares. The nice, bay ZK Nadonna (Po-
grom x Nashakana Kossack), bred and owned by ZjaKuba 
Arabians, became first, followed by the more classic Sha-
zia Bint Valdes (KAS Valdes x Shadiya), bred and owned 
by Danielle Biesenbeek. The slender and athletic Tabriz 
(Bashir Al Shaqab x Ye Bahir Waghah), bred and owned 
by Ancient Traces B.V., showed a lot of attitude but due 
to less points on type had to let the other ladies go first, 
she took the third place.

In the following class of seven to nine year old mares, Bess 
Me Simona (Shanghai EA x Bess-Eden), bred by Besse-
wacht Arabians and owned by Paula Böhmer, with full con-
viction took the victory. A very beautiful grey mare with lots 
of type who obviously was in the mood to show with her 
tail up. A second place was there for her stable mate Maji-
ma (Najm x Maghada), bred and owned by Paula Böhmer, 
who also showed great movements but had a lower score 
on type. The black PA Vittoria Dancer (Sundance Kid V x 
Verteyna), broed by J. Frank and Sara R. Chisholm from the 
USA and owned by Denise van Gils, took the third place 
and the Straight Eyptian mare Promise’s Nashwa (Enteb-
be CA x Flaxman’s Wardah), bred by Paola Bult and ow-
ned by Amy Zoutberg, became fourth. The very well build, 
Russian bred AF Papaya (Papillon x Palatina F), bred by B. 
Fayt from Belgium and owned by G. Sallevelt, made a less 
flattering impression without a tail and ended, despite good 
points on body and topline, as fifth.

There were four mares in the class of ten to fifteen year old 
mares, in which the very showy and large mover Bahiyaa 
(CH El Brillo x Bupali), bred by Seliman Arabians from 
Austria and owned by Natascha Bojawal, gained the first 
position. The also very expressive moving EA Pashshida 
(Nadir I x Protava), bred and owned by Elsburg Arabians, 
reached the second place with her great show attitude, fol-
lowed by the Polish bred Analogia (Pesal x Antonia), bred 
by Janow Podlaski Stud from Poland and owned by Chantal 
Schilperpoort, as fourth. Shadiya (Sivmen B x AF Antha), 
bred by M.C. Jimmink and owned by Danielle Biesenbeek, 
became fourth and with that the class came to an end.

The last class of senior mares was the class for the so-called 
“veteran mares”, the mares of sixteen years and older. In this 
class the very showy Prisiage (Gordon x Purga), bred by the 
Kossack Stud and owned by C. Loots, took the first place. 
A classical beauty in top condition, who loudly snoring and 
imposing tail carriage completely took the stage. The bay 
Aqila (Kubay Khan x Khorama), bred by G.F.M. Exterka-
te-Kleizen and owned by I.E.M. Kosterink, became second 
and the classical Elite mare YA Karma (Karnaval x Kor-
mangal), bred by Yaccaranda Arabians and owned by F&M 
Arabians, with her beautiful eyes, became third. It was the 
grey FHJ Remezida (Sha Lazio x Moon’s Reza), bred by 
M.G. Jutting and owned by B. Conte-Gols, who ended this 
class and the program for senior mares.

Before the senior stallions there were two competitors for 
the Liberty class. The winner of the geldings, ASE Bailando 
and the mare Priskazka (Kingsize x Pritcha), bred by Tersk 
Stud from Russia and owned by R. van Gulik, both showed 
their expression and movement in freedom and battled for 
the victory. ASE Bailando in the end ranked first and thus 
claimed his second price of the day.

There was only one class of senior stallions, the class of the 
four year and older stallions. LB Genesis (WH Justice x 
Bess-Ginger), bred by LB Arabians from Norway and ow-
ned by Idol’s Eye Arabians, became first, a beautiful grey 
stallion who is great in type. This imposing stallion with 
great neck and front was also crowned Golden Cham-
pion. KAS Gigi L’Amoroso (Ajman Moniscione x Sheika 
MAF), bred and owned by Wenche Roefs, became second 
and thus Silver Champion. A luxurious stallion with large 
movements, which he already showed during his escape in 
the collecting ring. The very refined, exotic Nafiesa Makito 
(MF Aryan El Thessa x Nafiesa Malaika), bred and owned 
by Nafiesa Arabians, obviously was excited because of all the 
commotion in the collecting ring, due to which his presen-
tation and movement were totally gone, which did cost him 
substantial points for movement. He did however reach the 
third place with a Bronze Medal, because of his fair points 
on type and head. FD Sadiq (G Basgier x Adrenaline P), 
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bred and owned by Demelza Timmer, gave his owner and 
handler a hard kick, due to which his presentation in move-
ment ended abrupt and he had to make it up with his stand-
up alone. Therefore he came fourth and last in this class.

With the end of the halter classes it was time for the cham-
pionships. In the championship junior colt it was a una-
nimous Gold Medal for Ali Khan, with also a unanimous 
Silver Medal for Ghazyr PKA. BA Palucci got the Bronze 
Medal and completed this stage of honor. All three medals 
in the championship for junior fillies were unanimous. Not 
unexpectedly and very much deserved, the Gold Medal 
went to KA Wahidah, followed by BA Fiorella with Silver 
and Habib’s Robina with Bronze.

Also the senior mares had three times unanimity and it 
was Bess Me Simona who was crowned Gold Champion, 
with Bahiyaa as Silver Champion to great joy of her owner. 
“Grande dame” Prisiage had the Bronze Medal awarded 
with a loud cheer.

Finally, the judges had to nominate one of the Gold Medal 
winners as Best of Show. This ultimate honor was, again 
unanimous, granted to KA Wahidah. What a success for 
Koo Arabians!

And with that the National C Show in Exloo came to an 
end. On the showground a barbecue and drinks were orga-
nized for all competitors and visitors that wanted to join. 
Until late at night people were talking and having fun, until 
it was time to go to bed for the Eurozone Cup on Sunday.

EUROZONE CUP

On Sunday the Eurozone Cup started early at 8.30, with 
Mrs. Sylvie Eberhardt from Germany, Mrs. Renata Schi-
bler from Switzerlad and Mr. Cedes Bakker from the Ne-
therlands, as judges.

The morning started with the filly foals and it was imme-
diately the eye-catcher of the class who took the first place. 
Cypsela (RFI Farid x Virginia Apal), bred and owned by 
James & Christel Swaenenpoel from Belgium, is a very re-
fined and showy foal and the win was well deserved. The 
Russian bred Pushca Z (AF Acapulco x Pushinka), bred 
and owned by D.W. Colenbrander from the Netherlands, 
ranked second, followed by Saturday’s winner BA Nailah 
(Magic Aban x Magic Nadima) of Bembom Arabians. 
VDB Lameenah (RFI Farid x Perolateh), bred and owned 
by VDB Arabians from Belgium ended fourth ex aequo 
with the number three and the dark bay DG Vittaroza (Ca-
dance PA x PA Vittoria Dancer) of Denise van Gils com-
pleted the top five.

In the next class of geldings WW Shazam (Ajman Moni-
scione x GM Marwan Al Shakira), bred by W-Arabians 
from Sweden and owned by Em Arabians from Denmark, 
took the win. A well build, dark bay gelding very good in 
type. The black ASE Bailando (Bastian El Pryam x Bra-
silia Chariklia) of Susanne Ackerman became second this 
time, with the athletic, dark chestnut Maghada’s Shayan on 
the third place. The grey Sadeek Rifat (SL Carrera x Sa-
mawhiyah Rifat) of Rifat Arabians followed as fourth.

The following class of colt foals had eight competitors and 
again the unbeaten ASE Farhan (RFI Farid x ASE Bisi-
riya Hlayyil) of Arabian Stud Europe ended first. What an 
expression this young animal has, a real promise for the fu-
ture. On the second place we found the dark grey Samurai 
KS (ES Harir x Stellaris BPA), bred and owned by Bassam 
Al Saqran from the USA and owned by Amira Nasr from 
the Netherlands. As a third place there was a bay foal from 
elite lines, FM Marshall (QR Marc x FM Dohaa), bred 
and owned by Bernard & Mieke Vandamme-Sans from 
Belgium, a grandson of the legendary FM Gloriaa. De still 
very young CNC Louk (Kaisson x Loulou MA) of CNC 
Arabians ranked fourth and the top five was completed by 
the macho, showy EA Pajero (Forelock’s Shaheen x EA 
Pashshida) of Elsburg Arabians.

The numbers one and two of the filly foals subsequently 
battled with the numbers one and two of the colt foals in 
the foal championship. The Gold Medal went to Cypse-
la and the Silver Medal to the other filly foal Pushca Z, 
after which the Bronze Medal was awarded to the qua-
lity colt ASE Farhan.

The first class of yearling fillies was then to being and the 
first place was taken by Maria Magdalena NWA (FA El 
Rasheem x Magdalina NWA), bred and owned by North 
West Arabians from Denmark. A superb refined filly with 
lots of elegance and an outstanding head that was apprecia-
ted with three times 20. BA Fiorella (El Palacio VO x Flo-
ressah W) of Bembom Arabians ranked second, followed by 
a filly of more classic type Sherika (BS Mashallah x Saadia), 
bred and owned by Eveline Calis-de Wit.

In the second class of yearling fillies it was the very chic CBA 
Maruja (EKS Alihandro x Maharani CF), bred and owned 
by Bouché Arabians from Germany, who ranked as first. 
A filly with a remarkably good topline that also had good 
points on type, head and movement. The bit more heavy but 
also good in type and large moving ASE Kamiliya Hlayyil 
(Kahil Al Shaqab x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil) of Arabian Stud 
Europe became second. Nafiesa Majidah (Mahder Al Jamal 
x Kenelm Mona Ghalia) of Nafiesa Arabians just missed 
the way to championships with a third place and the Best of 
Show on Saturday, KA Wahidah (Magic Magnifique x Wo-
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lante), was not quite right in her movement this day which 
did cost her points and she ended thus as fourth.

In the class of two year old fillies the first place was for 
Cadanz Faridah (Shiraz de Lafon x Cadanz Djamilah) of 
Cadanz Arabians, with her exotic head. The female VDB 
Qatar’yna (Abha Qatar x ES Raisin), bred and owned by 
VDB Arabians, moved with a lot of tact and flexibility to 
a second place. The grey Faridah de Cartherey (Wazeer 
Al Shaqab x Wadiha de Cartherey), bred and owned by 
De Cartherey Arabians from France), was obviously im-
pressed by her surroundings due to which her presentation 
was a bit flat, but nevertheless the reached the third pla-
ce. The last two places in the class were for the Spanish 
bred ladies MVH Lamis (ESM D’Justin x ZA Cafirah) of 
Megan Vergoes Houwens from the Netherlands and AA 
Zharaya (ZA Imago x Aya Conchita) of the inheritors of 
A. Martha-Schuurman.

There were three competitors in the class of three year 
old fillies. The winner was the chestnut Aja Athena (EKS 
Alihandor x Aja Aphrodite), bred and owned by Aja Ara-
bians from the UK. A mare with an attractive refinement 
and a lot of flexibility in her movements. The RFI Fa-
rid daughter Savannah OS (out of Aijana OS), bred by 
Osterhof Stud from Germany and owned by Danubius 
Arabians from Romania, became second. She is a correct 
bay mare with a nice Arabian type head, who can use a bit 
of length in the neck. Habib’s Robina (ByStival Kossack x 
GB Habibi) of F.F. Morees closed the class as third.

Then the first class of senior mares was to begin, the class 
of four to six year old mares. With very nice points the 
expressive grey Wantasia ( Juwel OS x Wanila), bred and 
owned by Husted Arabians from Denmark, took the first 
place. With an ex aequo ranking with the number three 
the beautiful ZK Nadonna (Pogrom x Nashakana Kossack) 
of ZjaKuba Arabians ended second followed by VDB Qa-
tar’s Ra’ana (Abha Qatar x ES Raisin), bred and owned by 
VDB Arabians. An attractive chestnut who just like her 
full sister in the yearling class showed an excellent move-
ment. The fine lined, athletic Tabriz (Bashir Al Shaqab x 
Ye Bahir Waghah) of Ancient Traces B.V. ranked fourth 
and Shazia Bint Valdes (KAS Valdes x Shadiya) of Daniel-
le Biesenbeek completed the top five of this class.
After the break the seven to nine year old mares made their 
appearance in the ring. Eight beautiful mares entered and 
the first place was for FM Dohaa (Ajman Moniscione x 
FM Gloriaa), bred and owned by Bernard & Mieke Van-
damme-Sans from Belgium. A beautiful and typy chestnut 
with a nice dishy face. Miss Diva Isa (HO-Cosmo x Drabi-
na Isa), bred and owned by Isa Stud from Denmark, beca-
me second and the champion of Saturday Bess Me Simona 
(Shanghai EA x Bess-Eden) of Paula Böhmer completed 

the top three. De beautiful grey VDB Fathia (Aja Justified 
x Tahity Bint Salar), bred and owned by VDB Arabians, 
ranked fourth and Bess Me Simona’s stable mate Majima 
(Najm x Maghada) of Paula Böhmer closed the top five.

There were seven competitors in the class of mares ten ye-
ars and older. With great movement Perlina (Vivaldi Rach 
x Persenkowka), owned by VDB Arabians, ended first. A 
well deserved win for this classical beauty. Prisiage (Gor-
don x Purga) of C. Loots, who just as the day before sho-
wed with lots of bravoure, ranked second. The correct EA 
Pashshida (Nadir I x Protava) of Elsburg Arabians moved a 
lot of dirt with her firm trot, but was distracted and looking 
for her foal, due to which she was a bit lacking of bravou-
re. If she would have been more focused and showy, the 
ranking in my opinion would have been different. Shadiya 
(Sivmen B x AF Antha) of Danielle Biesenbeek became 
fourth and the Kubay Khan daughter Aqila (out of Khora-
ma) of I.E.M. Kosterink made the top five complete.

Now it was time for the stallion classes and in the first 
group of yearling colts the grey Marnix KA (QR Marc 
x Moghtarrah), bred and owned by Knocke Arabians 
from Belgium, took the win. Despite the fact that he was 
not a bad mover I did not expect his first ranking and 
thought that the number two, Morjan WZA (Emerald 
J x Bint Medina), bred by WZA Arabians from Den-
mark and owned by Elvelund Arabians from Denmark, 
would rank first. He is a very expressive young colt with 
really superb movements. The dark chestnut BS Kadjar 
(BS Karanji x Sherruka Al Roban), bred and owned by 
Brigitte Sprave from Germany was, with his high blond 
manes and tail, a real eye-catcher and he became third. 
GK Rafiki ( Jaipur El Perseus x DK Maxima), bred by 
the Verwimp-van Oosterwyck family from Belgium pla-
ced himself as fourth.

In the second group of yearling colts it was the chestnut 
Moncino DD (Fayad Al Fayyad x Lady Cassandra DD), 
bred and owned by Dirk Dejonkheere from Belgium, who 
presented himself very good and took the first place. Vi-
king IS (Maestro des Alpes x Porcelainna), bred and on-
wed by Claverdon Stud from the UK, became second. A 
young, dark bay stallion who presented himself with a lot 
of expression, a lot of neck and establishment and has a 
nice head, but his topline was not in the best condition. 
The chestnut IEA Gailjiano (BS Karanji x Bess-Ginger) 
of Idol’s Eye Arabians followed. In my opinion a more 
complete and correct build horse but  a bit less in type. BA 
Palucci (Magic Magnifique x Palissade KA) of Bembom 
Arabians ended fourth this time, with his exotic, luxurious 
head and the Polish bred EA Emilio (Empire x Enkora) 
of Elsburg Arabians became fifth and with that ended the 
classes for yearling colts.
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Six competitors with the two year old colts and the well-
known A Kanz of Kossack (Kanz Albidayer x Ariel), bred 
and owned by the Kossack Stud, stole the show with his 
always imposing presentation. With exactly the same 
points Ghazyr PKA (Al Ghazali AA x Ydola F) of PeKa 
Arabians ranked second. This very complete young stallion 
with is broad, short head an enormous eyes showed himself 
really well with good tail carriage and large movements. De 
also large moving Raina Solaimon (Magic Magnifique x 
Raina Cataleya), bred and owned by Raina Rabians from 
Belgium, placed himself as third, a correct young colt with 
a beautiful neck. The bay CBA Mattheus (Fadi Al Shaqab 
x Maharani CF), bred and owned by Bouché Arabians, 
placed himself as fourth and the grey Fadiallah de Carthe-
rey (Shanghai EA x Yallah Bint Mahalim) of the Carthe-
rey Arabians completed the top five.

The class of three year old colts had two competitors. Here 
the battle was between Marwadee Del Mar (Wadee Al 
Shaqab x Avalon Kortana), bred by Sandrine Hervieu from 
France and owned by Del Mar Arabians from France, an 
attractive and expressive bay colt; and the bay Palermo KA 
(Tajj x Precious) of Chantal Schilperpoort. With almost 
four points difference Marwadee Del Mar took the win.

The four to six year old stallion had six competitors and 
the large mover with beautiful head KAS Gigi L’Amoroso 
(Ajman Moniscione x Sheika MAF) of Wenche Roefs pla-
ced himself first. The well build grey Genetrix (WH Justice 
x Gwarka), bred by Agnieszka Wojtowicz from Poland and 
owned by Danubius Arabians from Romania, became se-
cond followed by LB Genesis (WH Justice x Bess-Ginger) 
of Idol’s Eye Arabians with his beautiful neck. Nafiesa Ma-
kito (MF Aryen El Thessa x Nafiesa Malaika) of Nafiesa 
Arabians was calmer this time and placed himself as fourth. 
Hill’s Maximo (ESM D’Justin x DM Layla), bred and ow-
ned by Hill’s Arabians from Belgium, closed the top five.

In the class seven to nine year old stallions again only two 
competitors but nevertheless a clash of the titans. Both 
Profender KA (QR Marc x Palanga) bred by Knocke Ara-
bians and owned by Florentina Arabians from Belgium; 
and ZA Imago (EL Ninjo x ZA Cafirah), bred by S. Fi-
scher from the Netherlands and owned by L.A. Fischer 
from the Netherlands, are excellent movers. It was the 
more typical Profender KA who with even more expres-
sion and schwung moved forward and had the audience 
on his side. He took the win and ZA Imago thus followed 
as second.

The last class of the day was that of the ten year and older 
stallions, with three competitors. The beautiful grey Lissar 
(Gazal Al Shaqab x Larissa), bred by Michałow Stud from 
Poland and owned by Barakah Arabians from Denmark, 

showed himself exceptionally and with three times 20 for 
his excellent movements he took the well deserved first 
place. AR Fayyim (Valerio Ibn Eternity VI x Aicha SVA), 
bred by Arabian Ranch, I.M.M. Lopez y van Breemen, 
from the Netherlands and owned by M. van Heiningen 
from the Netherlands, ranked second and the bay FS Ma-
rakesch (Windsprees Mirage x BB Mara), bred by Heike 
& Gunter Scherle from Germany and owned by Jacqueline 
de Jong from the Netherlands, placed himself as third.

The final stage of the Eurozone Cup then where the 
championships, in which the medal winners also would 
win a breeding of prominent stallions and the other cham-
pionship competitors would win a money price. The first 
championship was that of the yearling fillies and here, to-
tally not unexpected, the beautiful and elegant Maria Mag-
dalena NWA became Gold Champion. The Silver Cham-
pion was from Germany in the form of CBA Maruja of 
Bouché Arabians and BA Fiorella kept the Bronze Medal 
in the Netherlands. With the yearling colts it was the stri-
king Moncino DD who won the Gold Medal, followed 
by Marnix KA with the Silver Medal and the great mover 
Morjan WZA as Bronze Champion.

The championship for junior mares was won by Aja Athe-
na with the Gold Medal and Savannah OS was crowned 
Silver Champion. Again the Bronze Medal remained in 
the Netherlands, with Cadanz Faridah. The championship 
for junior colts had A Kanz of Kossack as winner, with 
Marwadee Del Mar winning the Silver Medal and Ghazyr 
PKA gaining the Bronze Medal.

In the senior championships the Polish grey Wantasia 
went home with the Gold Medal, followed by the typy FM 
Dohaa as Silver Champion and Perlina taking the Bronze 
Medal. The impressive Lissar took the Gold Medal with 
the senior stallions, with the Silver Medal going to Pro-
fender KA and the Bronze Medal to Genetrix. Three grey 
champions in a row.

After the championships the judged had to choose a Best 
of Show from the Gold Medal winners. Again not unex-
pected and in my opinion definitely well deserved, Maria 
Magdalena NWA became Best of Show.

With the end of the Eurozone Cup the Arabian horseshow 
weekend in Exloo came to an end. It was after eight ye-
ars again a very successful show weekend in the province 
of Drenthe in the fully transformed Hippisch Centrum 
Exloo, with beautiful horses, interesting prices and enthu-
siastic competitors. I think I can talk for a lot of people if 
I say that I am really looking forward to the 2019 edition. 
A big thank you to the board of the Dutch AVS studbook 
for this great initiative!. q



Filly Foals
AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
F&M LAST PRINCESS OF KARMA

FORELOCK’S SHAHEEN | YA KARMA
B/O: F&M ARABIANS

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
PUSHCA Z

A.F. ACAPULCO | PUSHINKA
B/O: D.W. COLENBRANDER

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - ASE FARHAN
RFI FARID | ASE BISIRIYA HLAYYIL - B/O: ARABIAN STUD EUROPE

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - B.A. NAILAH
MAGIC ABAN | MAGIC NADIMA - B: FONTANELLA MAGIC ARABIANS - O: BEMBOM ARABIANS
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Filly Foals
AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO

Colts Foals

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
 E.A PAJERO

FORELOCK’S SHAHEEN | E.A PASHSHIDA
B/O: COMB. G. ARENDS EN W. BARTELS

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
AVICII LAZIZE

PARYS K | LIRA DI MAR
B/O: PAULA BOHMER EN ANNELIEKE STOOP

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - ASE FARHAN
RFI FARID | ASE BISIRIYA HLAYYIL - B/O: ARABIAN STUD EUROPE
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AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO
Fillies

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
HABIB’S ROBINA
BYSTIVAL KOSSACK | GB HABIB

B: B. MOREES - O: F.F. MOREES

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
B.A. FIORELLA

EL PALACIO VO | FLORESSAH W
B/O: BEMBOM ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION & BEST IN SHOW - KA WAHIDAH
MAGIC MAGNIFIQUE | WOLANTE - B/O: NADINE KOO
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Fillies
AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO

Colts

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - ALI KHAN
CAVALLI | ALTHEA  - B: MW. CLAUDIA BRUGMAN - O: P.A.M. BOHMER

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
B.A. PALUCCI

MAGIC MAGNIFIQUE | PALISSADE K.A.
 B/O: BEMBOM ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
GHAZYR PKA
AL GHAZALI AA | YDOLA ‘F

B/O: MRS. P. MULDER - PEKA ARABIANS
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AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO
Mares

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
PRISIAGE
GORDON | PURGA

B: TERSK STUD - O. HR. CORNELIS LOOTS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
BAHIYAA

CH EL BRILLO | BUPALI 
B: SELIMAN ARABIANS, SARADORF - O: NATASCHA BOJAWAL

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - BESS ME SIMONA
SHANGHAI EA | BESS-EDEN - B: BESSEWACHT ARABIANS - O: P.A.M. BOHMER
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AVS NATIONAL C-SHOW EXLOO
Mares Stallions

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
NAFIESA MAKITO

MF ARYEN EL THESSA | NAFIESA MALAIKA
B/O: MW. E. BESSELINK

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
KAS GIGI L’AMOROSO

AJMAN MONISCIONE | SHEIKA MAF
B/O: WENCHE ROEFS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - LB GENESIS
WH JUSTICE | BESS GINGER - B: LB ARABIANS - O: MW. C.A. VAN WENGERDEN
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AVS EUROZONE CUP
EBT Foals

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
ASE FARHAN

RFI FARID | ASE BISIRIYA HLAYYIL
B/O: ARABIAN STUD EUROPE 

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
PUSHCA Z

A.F. ACAPULCO | PUSHINKA
B/O: D.W. COLENBRANDER

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - CYPSELA
RFI FARID | VIRGINIA APAL - B/O: JAMES & CHRISTEL SWAENEPOEL

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION & BEST IN SHOW
MARIA MAGDALENA NWA

A EL RASHEEM | MAGGIE LEE BA - B/O: OLE LARSEN - NWA ARABIANS
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EBT Foals
AVS EUROZONE CUP

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
B.A. FIORELLA

EL PALACIO VO | FLORESSAH W
 B/O:  BEMBOM ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
CBA MARUJA

EKS ALIHANDRO | MAHARANI CF
B/O: BOUCHÉ - ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION & BEST IN SHOW
MARIA MAGDALENA NWA

A EL RASHEEM | MAGGIE LEE BA - B/O: OLE LARSEN - NWA ARABIANS
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AVS EUROZONE CUP
Yearling Colts

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
MORJAN WZA
EMERALD J | BINT MEDINA

B: WZA ARABIANS - O: ELVELUND ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
 MARNIX KA

 MARNIX KA | MOGHTARRAH
B/O: KNOCKE ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - MONCINO DD
FAYAD AL FAYYAD | LADY CASSANDRA DD - B/O: DIRK DEJONCKHEERE

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - AJA ATHENA
EKS ALIHANDRO | AJA APHRODITE - B/O: M. HICKFORD
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Yearling Colts
AVS EUROZONE CUP
Junior Fillies

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - AJA ATHENA
EKS ALIHANDRO | AJA APHRODITE - B/O: M. HICKFORD

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
CADANZ FARIDAH

SHIRAZ DE LAFON | CADANZ DJAMILAH
 B/O:  CADANZ ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
SAVANNAH OS

RFI FARID  | AIJANA OS 
B: OSTERHOF STUD - O:  DANUBIUS ARABIANS
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AVS EUROZONE CUP
Junior Colts

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
GHAZYR PKA
AL GHAZALI AA | YDOLA’F

B/O: MRS. P. MULDER - PEKA ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
MARWADEE DEL MAR

WADEE AL SHAQAB | AVALON KORTANA
B: SANDRINE HERVIEU - O: TR DEL MAR ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - A KANZ OF KOSSACK
KANZ AL BIDAYER | ARIEL - B/O: KOSSACK STUD

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - WANTASIA
JUWEL OS | WANILA - B/O: HUSTED ARABIANS
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Junior Colts
AVS EUROZONE CUP
Senior Mares

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - WANTASIA
JUWEL OS | WANILA - B/O: HUSTED ARABIANS

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
PERLINA

VIVALDI RACH | PERSENKOWKA
 B/O: VDB ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
FM DOHAA

AJMAN MONISCIONE | FM GLORIAA
B/O: BERNARD & MIEKE VANDAMME - SANS
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AVS EUROZONE CUP
Senior Stallions

BRONZE MEDAL CHAMPION 
GENETRIX

WH JUSTICE | GWARKA
B: AGNIESZKA WOJTOWICZ - O: DANUBIUS ARABIANS

SILVER MEDAL CHAMPION 
PROFENDER K.A.

QR MARC | PALANGA
B: KNOCKE ARABIANS - O: FLORENTINA ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL CHAMPION - LISSAR
GAZAL AL SHAQAB | LARISSA - B: SK MICHALOW - O: BARAKAH ARABIANS


